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Abstract. Within any sufficiently expertise-reliant and work-driven domain there
is a requirement to understand the similarities between specific work tasks. Though
mechanisms to develop similarity models for these areas do exist, in practice they
have been criticised within various domains by experts who feel that the output
is not indicative of their viewpoint. In field service provision for telecommunica-
tion organisations, it can be particularly challenging to understand task similarity
from the perspective of an expert engineer. With that in mind, this paper demon-
strates a similarity model developed from text recorded by engineer’s themselves
to develop a metric directly indicative of expert opinion. We evaluate several
methods of learning text representations on a classification task developed from
engineers’ notes. Furthermore, we introduce a means to make use of the com-
plex and multi-faceted aspect of the notes to recommend additional information
to support engineers in the field.
Keywords: Case-Based Reasoning · Information Retrieval · Machine Learning
·Metric Learning · Similarity Modeling · Deep Metric Learning
1 Introduction
Within any expertise-reliant and work-driven domain there is a requirement to under-
stand the similarities between specific work tasks. Sufficiently understanding the simi-
larity between work elements in these sectors presents an opportunity to improve trans-
fer of experiential content [5] and provide services such as work recommendation [12].
We notice this problem frequently within field provision of services for telecommuni-
cation organisations.
Though we had previously published our findings regarding a fuzzy logic-based
recommender system [12], engineers have demonstrated a reluctance in uptake of the
system. In particular, it was highlighted that the system was opaque in terms of its
decision-making process and that the similarity model it generated was not representa-
tive of engineer’s own expert perspective. In answer to this, we have built a Case-Based
Reasoning (CBR) system with greater explanatory capabilities and drawing on text doc-
uments recorded by the engineers’ themselves to inform its similarity model. We have
discussed the explanatory capabilities in other work [10] and thus in this paper will fo-
cus on how we utilised the complex information source of engineer notes to develop a
similarity model which can act as a basis for additional information recommendation.
This work is motivated by the need to learn similarity from a user’s perspective. We
believe that using notes written by engineers themselves as the information source for a
similarity metric will ensure that the cases retrieved through similarity-based return are
more representative of this point of view. In essence, we wish to achieve a similarity
model which is indicative of what a domain expert’s own experiences have lead them to
believe is the truth. We believe this can be achieved by basing it on experts’ notations
regarding the subject.
Beyond this however, the notes offer potential as a multi-faceted source which can
inform a number of decision support systems. The notes are a large semi-structured
source of information detailing specific experiences of human experts in the field. Thus,
we view this as an opportunity to develop a corporate memory of human experience,
improving the effectiveness of engineers in the field and enabling business robustness
to the departure of experts from employment. Though in this work we focus on the
development of the similarity model and the recommendation of information to counter
explicit risks, we suggest this is an equally suitable method to achieve goals such as
autonomous fault diagnosis and expert assistance recommendation.
We offer several contributions in this paper. We (1) evaluate methods of develop-
ing representations from expert-written documents for similarity-based return on the
basis of their accuracy on a simple classification task. We (2) showcase a generalisable
method to recommend additional information from complex and multi-faceted infor-
mation sources that the notes represent. Lastly, we (3) present all of our findings with a
specific use case in the telecommunications engineering domain. Though presented as
a field services recommender, the concept could be adapted to fit other domains.
This paper is split into the following sections. Section 2 talks about related work.
Section 3 highlights aspects of the notes which lend themselves towards developing
a similarity model and additional information recommendation. Section 4 contains an
evaluation of the text representation learning methods and analyses their impact learn-
ing a similarity model. In Section 5 we formalise our approach to additional information
recommendation and demonstrate the completed system. Finally, in Section 6 we ex-
amine the system within the context of future work and in Section 7 we offer some
conclusions.
2 Related Work
This work primarily considers the learning of similarity between telecommunication
tasks. In previous work a fuzzy recommender system was used to recommend tasks to
engineers [12]. However, it was found that engineers resented the lack of clarity behind
its recommendations. This informed our drive to develop a similarity metric which is
robust to scrutiny from an expert perspective and can be used to develop an explanation.
We have previously identified the explainability aspects of this work [10], and so we
focus upon learning experiential content from the expert perspective in this work.
Sharing and managing expertise is a necessary aspect of knowledge management [1].
However, knowledge transfer between expert-level users is a difficult task [4]. When
seeking to automatise such an interaction, it often means that a user is directed towards
another expert user, rather than presented with specific information itself [5]. This is
because the information sources that store experience are necessarily complex, as ex-
periential content is difficult to elicit and therefore difficult to query effectively [17].
Due to the above reasons, human experience composes one of the more difficult
areas to manage in an organisational memory [16]. We feel that the notes recorded by
engineers themselves offer a bridge between explicit corporate storage and the other-
wise inaccessible content of human memory.
2.1 Learning Representations from Text
The notes detailing complex task information are recorded in text, and so in this paper
we consider approaches to develop a similarity model for text documents. We com-
pare a range of techniques to improve document representation, such as distributional
and distributed methods, as well as a deep metric learner. Distributional approaches
utilise statistical-based methods to measure co-occurence of words. An example of this
is tf-idf [14], which calculates the term-frequency/inverse-document-frequency for each
term in a document to produce a sparse representation. Distributed approaches, often
associated with word embeddings such as those obtained through Word2Vec [11], pro-
duce dense representations which are representative of latent or syntactical features
within individual words. These are obtained by examining the context in which words
appear. For example, Word2Vec [11] uses a sliding window which considers the words
both before and after the target term to provide input to a one-layer neural network. The
network is exposed to multiple sliding windows containing the target term to build an
understanding of its latent features based upon the context in which it appears. These
latent features are represented by real numbers and can be used to build a vectorial rep-
resentation of individual words. A document is then represented by an average of the
word vectors (or embeddings) which it contains. This process is known as Doc2Vec [7].
Deep metric learners are a group of architectures (including the Siamese Neural
Network [2, 3] and Triplet Network [15]) that use neural network techniques to learn a
metric. They receive multiple examples as input simultaneously to develop embeddings
which are optimised based on an objective. This objective is defined by a ’matching
criteria’ - a principle which identifies whether two examples are similar or not. Im-
portantly, this matching criteria is not necessarily reliant upon class knowledge [6].
Deep metric learners develop a space which is optimised for similarity-based return by
minimising the distance between examples which adhere to the matching criteria and
maximising the distance between examples that do not. Due to this they have demon-
strated application in areas where fine-grained similarity knowledge is important, such
as face verification [15] and similar text retrieval [13].
2.2 Provision of Additional Information
Finally, since our desire is to use the generated model as the basis for recommenda-
tion of additional information, we review methods of similarity-based recommenda-
tion. From the literature, we can observe a number of examples of similarity-based rec-
ommendation being used to take advantage of complex sources and provide decision
support services for experts. One such field is interpersonal trust modeling [8, 9].
In [8] and [9], the authors utilise similarity measures to develop a prediction of
how effectively an expert will integrate with a team to complete group-work reliant
tasks. This is based on understanding of interpersonal trust between group members
gained from individual member feedback. A similarity model is then generated using
the similarity between members’ prior task preferences, as gained from ratings that each
member of the group had given to tasks they themselves had previously completed. This
is similar in nature to the approach we adopt in this paper for additional information
recommendation. We are reliant on users to explicitly describe reasons for task failure
to form the basis of our system to identify risk information. However, this information
is captured by the business anyway, and so does not require additional data collection
from the engineer as a rating would provide. Furthermore, the information we are able
to extract from the text documentation is more complex than a single numerical rating
value, and therefore more valuable.
3 Similarity from an Expert’s Perspective
It is common within complex services provisioning that the personnel which fulfill the
required technical work gradually become highly skilled in their domain. In this pa-
per specifically, we highlight the telecommunications engineering force whom develop
expertise in network equipment installation and repair. To ensure continuous service
delivery, they traditionally are allocated tasks. A task, in this scenario, represents either
a time-constrained action to perform on a piece of equipment or an investigation re-
garding a delayed step of a wider network process. Field engineers record information
about the tasks they have completed in text documents called ”notes”. These notes form
an heterogeneous base of mixed types of information, such as work order, identified
problem, failure reason, task progression, task context, and sometimes informal recom-
mendation. The notes are categorised based upon their contents. For example, Order
notes contain information about the work requirements of a task. Details of task com-
pletion are stored in Closure notes, while records of task failure and the reason behind
it are stored in Further notes. Lastly, an engineer can enter additional miscellaneous
information about a task in its in User notes.
The notes are a semi-structured source of expert information describing a specific
task. However, they are made complex by the fact that different only certain note types
may be present in certain tasks. For example, a task which has never been attempted
will only be associated with Order notes, while there may be both Further and Closure
notes describing another task if it had been failed at least once before it was successfully
completed. Furthermore, a task will often not only be associated with multiple different
types of notes, but also multiples of the same note type (i.e. two Further notes if the task
has been failed twice). However, certain note types (such as Order notes) will never be
duplicated. Figure 1 displays the relationship between notes and tasks for two examples.
In this paper, we demonstrate a similarity model generated based upon Order notes,










Fig. 1: The relationship between tasks and notes. Task TSK001 is an example of a newly created
task, where only the Order notes have been generated. Meanwhile, TSK097 is an example of a
task that has been attempted twice and failed (notice two Further notes) before being successfully
completed (detailed in the Closure notes). In both instances the engineer has declined to add more
information in the User notes.
Since an Order note is created at the same time as the original task, this guarantees that
a task can be used to query the model immediately upon creation. This is an important
component of a timely system, as it would be less useful to query the model after a task
has already been allocated, or even failed.
We also propose a method to use the notes for recommendation of additional in-
formation. For this purpose, we consider the specific use case of risk information rec-
ommendation and so we are primarily interested in the reasons that govern task failure.
These are recorded in Further notes, while details of successful task completion are
recorded in Closure notes. However, as aforementioned, neither Further nor Closure
notes are available for every task, as these note types are only generated when a task is
attempted and failed or succeeded respectively. This has two consequences: (1) that a
task which is completed on first attempt (the most common scenario) does not become
associated with any point of failure and so is not associated with a risk and (2) that
newly generated tasks will not be associated with either of these note types.
Since it is necessary for the similarity model to be equally valid across the entire
case-base, these note types would be ineffective to use as a basis for a similarity model.
Hence we utilise a similarity model which is generated based upon a shared point of
commonality across all of the case-base (Order notes). However, Order notes alone
are not sufficient to develop a recommendation of additional information. To provide
this, we need the information that is present within these specialised note types. The
result is that we will only consider a specific subset of tasks in which these notes are
present (i.e. Further notes detailing task failure) for return. We are therefore considering
multiple aspects of the notes in this system - we develop a metric as based upon a point
of commonality (Order notes) and can develop a recommendation based upon specific
relevant task notes (Further notes).
4 Developing a Similarity Model from Text
In this work we compare several methods of learning representations for text documents
on the basis of their performance on a simple similarity-based return classification task.
This allows us to determine the most suitable method to use as a basis for our model.
Specifically, we consider a distributional representative (tf-idf), a distributed representa-
tive (doc2vec) and a deep metric learner (Siamese Neural Network (SNN)). In addition,
as research has demonstrated that the performance of a deep metric learner can be en-
hanced through the selection of a suitable training strategy [15], we also consider an
SNN which uses DYNEE sample selection.
Term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) is a statistical measure that
calculates a real value for each term in a document. The value for each term is calculated
by dividing the frequency of its usage within a document over the number of documents
which contain the term within the corpus [14]. Therefore, each feature of a document
vector is a value which represents an individual word from the corpus vocabulary and
so vectors can be very sparse. As a result, tf-idf becomes steadily less effective in large
corpora with a varied vocabulary.
Document-2-Vector (Doc2Vec) [7] is an extension of the Word2Vec algorithm [11].
Word2Vec uses contextual knowledge from the measurement of word co-occurrence
to capture latent or syntactical features and develop word embeddings. The result is a
feature space where words that have similar contexts exist close together. To retrieve a
representation for a document (Doc2Vec), the embeddings for terms within the docu-
ment are simply averaged. Sparseness of representation is thereby avoided, as feature
values are not reliant on specific words being present.
The Siamese Neural Network (SNN) is a deep metric learner. It has a unique neural
architecture comprised of two matching sub-networks with identical weights and pa-
rameters. This allows the network to receive example input in pairs, thereby enabling
the network to train based on the relationships that exist between examples. When input
to the network, pairs of examples are labeled on the basis of a ’matching criteria’. The
metric space which is learned by the SNN is optimised to fit the stated matching crite-
ria, such that positive pairs (in which member examples adhere to the matching criteria)
exist close together, while negative pairs (in which members do not) exist far apart.
Learning of representations in this manner is controlled by SNN’s unique con-
trastive loss function, introduced in [3] and we summarise here. Contrastive loss is split
into two elements; LG for positive (genuine) pairs and LI for negative (impostor) pairs.
The use of both genuine and impostor error means that the similarity metric can be di-
rectly learned by the network through the comparison of the actual pair label YA (equal
to 0 for genuine and 1 for impostor pairs) and the distance between pair members, DW .
This means that distance between constituents of genuine pairs are minimised over the
course of training, whilst ensuring that impostor pairs maintain at least a set margin of
M distance apart.
LG = (1− YA) ·DW 2 (1)
LI = YA · (max(0, M −DW ))2 (2)
L = LG + LI (3)
Fig. 2: The Siamese Neural Network (SNN) architecture
The output of the identical sub-networks form feature embeddings for each member
of the input pair. During training it is these embeddings that are used for any distance
computations, thereby ensuring iterative model refinement. An example SNN architec-
ture is presented in Figure 2.
As SNNs receive pairs of examples as input, this presents an additional parameter
that can be fine-tuned. In its basic form, the network will receive randomly generated
pairs as input during training. However, research has demonstrated that a higher optima
and quicker convergence can be achieved if an appropriate pairing strategy is adopted.
With this in mind, we also considered an SNN supported by DYNEE sample selec-
tion. DYNEE is a pairing strategy which optimises pair creation through the use of a
combined exploration and exploitation strategy. DYNEE exploits knowledge gained in
previous stages of training by identifying pairs which had generated high loss values.
It then uses them to augment a randomly generated pair set which provides exploratory
coverage of the space. This is repeated over the course of training to ensure that the pair
set is formed from contemporary information.
4.1 Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the vectorial representation of notes gained through each
method - tf-idf, Doc2Vec, SNN and an SNN with DYNEE sample selection - to de-
termine which develops the best representation in terms of accuracy on a classification
task. Although a subject study would be desirable to understand whether the model
develops a score which is representative in an expert’s opinion, we will empirically
evaluate the model using a simple classification task as a proxy. In future work we plan
to complete such a subject study to accompany and strengthen this empirical evaluation.
4.2 Experimental Setup
For the purposes of comparison we have created a simple classification task where notes
are classified according to one of four work types. The goodness of each of the learned
representations are assessed by their performance on this classification task.
We extracted two months of Order notes written by telecommunication engineers
between March and April 2018. We filtered out any note which contained less than
50 characters, as we judged them not to be adequately meaningful. This resulted in a
dataset of 1,610 notes split into four classes - Cabling (CAB - 227 notes), Jointing (JRT
- 789 notes), Overhead (OVH - 503 notes) and Power Testing (PTO - 91 notes). These
classes represent the primary required competence which is associated with each note.
The dataset was split into train and test and evaluated using 5-fold cross evaluation.
Each of the abovementioned methods were used to generate a representation for the
notes 1. We then used k-nearest neighbour (with a k value of 3) for similarity-based
return. The Doc2Vec feature size was 300 as this was found to be the optimal param-
eter through empirical evaluation. For the SNN implementation using DYNEE, pair
selection was repeated every 5 epochs. The α exploitation ratio used for DYNEE was
|P |/10. This means that 10% of the training pairs at any one time were formed through
exploitation, while the remainder were randomly generated to provide exploration.
4.3 Results
The results are presented in Table 12. It is unsurprising that deep metric learners perform
better than either tf-idf or Doc2Vec on the classification task, as they are designed to
produce embeddings which are optimal for similarity-based return. We can observe
that the SNN with the DYNEE training strategy achieved the highest accuracy, though
this was only marginally greater than its vanilla counterpart. This is likely due to the
small size of the dataset. Tf-idf performed the worst. This was as expected, because as
a statistical measure tf-idf does not consider the context of terms.






Figure 3 presents a principle component analysis of the representation distribution
gained from the Doc2Vec and SNN on a multi-dimension scaling scatter plot. We can
observe that the representation distribution gained from SNN demonstrates significantly
better similarity clusters. It confirms that concepts learned by SNNs form better clusters
around class boundaries when compared to Doc2Vec. This also provides supporting
evidence towards the performance gains observed with SNNs.
1Both SNN sub-network architectures were comprised of 3-layer perceptrons which used an
SGD optimizer, ReLU activations and were trained for 250 epochs.
2The displayed results for SNNs used Doc2Vec embeddings as input, as they performed bet-





Fig. 3: Representation distribution gained from Doc2Vec (left) and SNN (right)
5 Recommendation of Additional Information
Additional information can take many forms and assist an engineer in the field in dif-
ferent ways. We formally view additional information in this paper as the provision of
extra knowledge which can contribute to the successful completion of a task. Of partic-
ular interest is additional information which may allow a user to pre-emptively identify
possible task failure and potentially avoid it. In this manner, we hope to either prevent
task failure or ’fail fast’ such that minimum resources are wasted on a doomed task.
We propose a method to make further use of the engineering notes. We suggest that
based upon the developed similarity model, we can recommend additional information
to users with the purpose of supporting their work. Specifically, we will identify the
likelihood of potential risk categories to an incoming task and make a recommendation
based on knowledge from the notes to counter the risk where appropriate. Though we
focus on recommendation of risk information in this work, the same principle can apply
to other problems and domains with similarly recorded expertise.
5.1 Formalising Risk
Firstly, we extract a set of risk categories from the Further notes of previously failed
tasks. These categories are an abstraction of specific risks that are collected into a sin-
gle related concept (i.e. both ”the customer was not ready” and ”the customer was not
present” would fall into the Customer risk category). This presented us with six risk
categories - Contractor, Customer, Duct Blockage, External Event, Planning and Time.
These categories were formed based upon feedback from telecommunication engineer-
ing experts and the most common sources of risk. For example, though Duct Blockage
is a reasonably specific point of failure, it is a very common one. Equally, while the cat-
egory External Events covers many different hazards (i.e. dangerous animals, adverse
weather, etc), it is much rarer for any individual risk to cause task failure.
We then label each failed task based upon the risk category which caused its failure.
Note that any given task may have been failed more than once and so can be associated
with multiple labels. Also note that these labels only apply to tasks which have already
Q Q
Fig. 4: Vote weighted by similarity. If the triangles represent successfully completed tasks, while
the circles represent tasks that failed at least once, then we can observe only the latter feed into
the weighted by similarity vote.
been failed - we do not generate risk category labels for tasks that were successful on
their first attempt or have yet to be attempted (i.e. the tasks that lack Further notes).
To perform the recommendation of risk information, we can then submit a query
case to the similarity model to retrieve a return set. However, instead of considering
all possible tasks, we only consider tasks which are associated with Further notes (and
therefore at least one risk label). We can then perform a vote weighted by similarity
to gauge the likelihood of a given risk occurring in the query task (see Figure 4). We
perform this vote in the following manner.
Let us describe an individual risk category as r and a function to induce a score for
the risk category of an unseen example r(). We will also describe a task as x and our
full set of task examples as X . Similarly we will identify a failed task as xˆ, such that
xˆ ∈ Xˆ and Xˆ ⊂ X . We can retrieve a label for a given failed task using the function
y(xˆ). We compare a query, q, with its set of nearest failed neighbours, xˆNN . To develop






sim(xNNi , q) · sr (4)
where k denotes the neighbourhood size parameter and si denotes a binary value ’switch’
which is set to 1 if xNNi has previously failed due to the given risk (i.e. r = y(xˆ)), or
0 otherwise. What this means is that a risk category’s score is based upon a similarity
weighted vote of its nearest failed neighbours. In this manner, we can develop a score
of the likelihood for the occurrence of each risk in a given query.
5.2 Generating Recommendations
Though it is useful to demonstrate the likelihood of individual risks to an engineer,
this is not necessarily helpful if they do not understand how to circumvent those risks.
Therefore, we also generate a recommendation to answer any sufficiently likely risks.
This is achieved by comparing each individual risk category score against a thresh-
old. We have three possible classifications of risk - Low (r(q) < 30%), Medium
(r(q) > 30% and r(q) < 60%) and High (r(q) > 70%). The recommendations them-
selves are based upon the most common solution successful solution derived from the
Closure notes of previously failed task. For example, most of the Closure notes suggest
that many task failures relating to the Customer label can be avoided by phoning the
customer ahead of time. It is worth noting that this will not necessarily prevent the task
itself from failing. If the Customer has still not completed necessary pre-work, then
the task will fail regardless. It does however offer an opportunity to ’fail fast’ (i.e. pre-
vent the engineer wasting time traveling to the customer’s location). This in itself will
improve productivity, as the engineer will then be free to complete another task.
Although simple, these prototypical risk solutions are easily generalisable within
any of the given risk categories. Furthermore, as they are representative of the notes,
they draw on what the experts themselves (in this case telecommunication engineers)
have commonly found to be a successful approach. Though the recommendations are
currently confined to a singular generalisable recommendation for any given risk cat-
egory, in future work we seek to develop personalised representations based upon the
notes associated with the nearest failed neighbours which have since been succeeded
based upon Closure notes.
An example of the system is presented in Figure 5. Note the text area on the left
provides details of the original task, while the window on the right details the scoring
across the list of risk categories. The bottom window is used to provide a recommen-
dation - notice that the greatest risk being Contractor is highlighted and the system
recommends that the user contact the Contractor in advance to ensure that the work is
ready to begin.
5.3 Previously Failed Tasks and Progressed Tasks
Field service provisioning is a field where large scale jobs can frequently occur. These
jobs are usually broken down into a series of related, often sequential, tasks which
we describe as a work chain. Therefore, this environment must be considered when
recommending additional risk information. Equally, there is potential for tasks to have
been failed by one engineer before being attempted by another. Thus it is necessary
for our system to consider at least some evidence of task history in order to make its
recommendations.
We adopt a strict stance towards failure in task history for our additional informa-
tion recommender; if a task, or any of the previous tasks in its work chain, has ever
been failed previously, then we make a strong recommendation to counter this risk. The
system will still display scoring for other risk categories, but will highly recommend
that action be taken to answer this specific risk. Furthermore, it will highlight that this
task (or a member of its work chain) has been failed in the past and provide the Further
notes regarding the failure. These notes include contact information for the engineer
that previously attempted the task, as well as specific information on the failure. This
enables the engineer to form a response to the risk or contact the engineer for further
information as required.
An example of the recommendation made regarding a previously failed task is
shown in Figure 6. We can observe that the right text area has been extended to in-
clude the Further notes of the previously failure. Note also that the bottom text area
Fig. 5: Additional information recommendation for a medium risk task
highlights which risk category caused this task to fail on its previous attempt. If more
than one Further note was associated with this task, then all previously written Further
notes would appear in the right text area. Similarly, if a previous task in the work chain
had failed, the bottom window would identify this.
6 Future Work
In future work we would like to evaluate the risk recommendation method demonstrated
in this paper by performing a full subject study on engineers to retrieve qualitative
feedback on the system. This would improve the robustness of the empirical evaluation
to measure embedding goodness.
Ultimately, we would like to offer explanations of why a certain risk has been iden-
tified and offer recommendations on how best to circumvent the identified risk which
are both personalised to the given task. We believe these personalisation can also be
produced from the engineers’ notes. In our current work, we are attempting to learn a
generalisable breakdown of the notes, such that we can quickly identify the most ap-
propriate passage to present to an engineer by way of an explanation. A similar method
could also be applied to find the most likely solution to a risk. We believe this could be
a very useful tool in the field to support engineering workers - a system which is able to
pinpoint similar tasks as a method to provide additional information, support this infor-
Fig. 6: Additional information recommendation for a previously failed task
mation through an explanation and offer a recommendation on how to take advantage
of that knowledge effectively.
7 Conclusion
In conclusion we have demonstrated a similarity model which is built upon textual
documents written by experts as a source. Furthermore, we have advanced one step
beyond that to use our similarity model to generate additional information to support
experts while in the field. We have focused on the pre-emptive identification of risk
categories and build on common solutions from the notes to recommend a possible
work around for these risks.
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